If “the time has come” for measuring student-learning outcomes and holding institutions accountable for ensuring that their graduates have learned what they need to know and to be able to do, how do we know when that has been achieved? What is a learned person?

Much of the criticism around focusing on student-learning outcomes falls into three arguments.

- **Argument 1**: Real learning is beyond the realm of assessment. This is the Pirsig argument, presented earlier: “you know what it is, but you don’t know what it is.” For all practical purposes, the real quality of learning is beyond measurement.

- **Argument 2**: Measuring quality almost of necessity leads to focusing on the wrong stuff. This argument brings together the cautions of two American icons, Albert Einstein, who said that “not everything that counts can be measured, and not everything that can be measured counts,” and Peter Drucker who stated that “what gets measured gets managed.”

- **Argument 3**: The proof of the quality of American higher education is in the pudding (or perhaps more accurately, in the market). More students come to the U.S. from elsewhere to pursue an education than go anywhere else. The market tells us that we are good, and we don’t need other more artificial measures.

Fortunately, the American Association of Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) has focused substantial attention on the issues around establishing standards for student-learning outcomes and around the assessment thereof. Its seminal work, reflected in *Greater Expectations: Project on Accreditation and Assessment*, has helped many institutions throughout the country, including many in the West, to develop their internal efforts to assess the level of student learning. This has assisted those institutions not only in their external accreditation reviews but also in their internal struggles to better understand their students and the complexity of student learning.

We have invited Debra Humphreys, AAC&U’s vice president for communications and public affairs, to share with you some of what AAC&U has learned about what constitutes a college-educated person and how institutions, and perhaps even states, can better understand how well they contribute to making sure that their graduates have the learning required to fit this bill.
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